In this paper we consider Stepanov asymptotically almost periodic (SP-a.a.p.) mild solutions of first and second order abstract differential equations. Specifically, we prove that a CO-semigroup is SP-a.a.p. if and only if it is asymptotically almost periodic and that a CO-cosine function of operators is S"-a.a.p. if and only if it is almost periodic. 1.'
INTRODUCTION
The problem about the existence of almost periodic solutions of differential equations has a very extensive literature. In particular, if X is a Banach space and A: D(A) E A'-+ X is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators on X, the question to determine when the mild solutions of the abstract Cauchy problem i(t) = Ax(t), t30 (1) are almost periodic in Bohr's sense leads one to characterize the almost periodic semigroups. The same problem for the second order abstract Cauchy problem i(t) = Ax(t), tER, (2) leads one to characterize the almost periodic cosine functions of operators. The first problem was considered by Bart and Goldberg in [2] while the second was treated by Cioranescu in [3] . However, in these works the question about the existence of mild solutions of equations (1) and (2) which are almost periodic in the Stepanov sense was left open. This problem also arises when studying the inhomogeneous abstract differential equation of first order i(t)=Ax(t)+f(t), or the second order, i(t)=Ax(t)+f(t). (4) It is well known [l, lo] that in order to obtain solutions to these equations that are almost periodic in Bohr's sense it is sufficient that f is almost periodic in the Stepanov sense.
On the other hand, the variation of constants formula suggests that the existence of almost periodic solutions for (3) (respectively, for (4)) depends so much on the function f as well as on the evolution operator generated by A. Because of these reasons, the aim of this paper is to consider strongly continuous semigroups and strongly continuous cosine operator functions which are almost periodic in the Stepanov sense.
Throughout this paper X denotes a complex Banach space and we indicate by 98(X) the Banach space of linear bounded operators on X. For basic properties of strongly continuous operator semigroups and strongly continuous cosine functions of operators the reader is referred to [8, 51 , respectively. We denote by I either the real line R or the half-line [W+ = [O, co).
Next, for completeness, we indicate the almost periodicity notions that will be needed. First we shall give Bohr's definition of almost periodicity. Ilf(t+z)-f(t)ll GE for every t E I and every r E P,.
In the sequel, we denote by C,(I; X) the Banach space of bounded continuous functions from Z into X endowed with the uniform convergence norm and we indicate by C,( R + ; X) the space of all continuous functions from lR+ into X which vanish at infinity. Moreover, the set of all almost periodic functions from Z into X will be denoted by AP(t X). q E C,( R+; X) such that f(t) = g(r) + q(t), for every t > 0.
The set of all a.a.p. functions from R+ into X will be denoted by AAP(R+; X). For the properties of a.p. and a.a.p. functions the reader is referred to [l, 131. Fix p, 1 < p < cc, and denote by &,(I; X) the space of all functions from 422 HERNh R.HENRiQUEZ I into X which are locally p-integrable in Bochner's sense. We say that a function ,f~ L&,(1; X) is p-Stepanov bounded (abbreviated, S"-bounded) if llf'll .!iP = ",;': i j,'-+-' llf(.~)ll p fdy ! ' I' < +cL.
We indicate by Ly (I; X) the set of S"-bounded functions. It is well known that Lt (I; X) provided with the norm /I I/ sP is a Banach space. For the basic properties of SP-almost periodic functions, the reader is referred to [ 11. Next, for the sake of brevity, we use the reduced notation LpX instead of Lp( [0, 11; X). Also, we denote by H, the translation operator, i.e., (H,f)(s) = J'( t + s).
We introduce also the following extensions to the concept of Stepanovalmost periodicity. DEFINITION 4 . We say that fe Lf(lR+; X) is asymptotically SP-almost periodic if ,F R + --f LpX is asymptotically almost periodic.
It is clear that if f is an almost periodic (respectively, a.a.p.) function then f is also SP-almost periodic (resp., asymptotically SP-a.p.) but the reciprocal afftrmation is false. DEFINITION 5. We say that f~ Lf',(R+; X) is scalarly SP-almost periodic if the function ix', ,f) is SP-almost periodic for each x' E X'.
We observe that this definition is different from the notion of a weakly Sp-almost periodic function that appears in [ 11. In this work we study almost periodicity properties of operator valued functions which come up in connection with the first or second order abstract Cauchy problems. If we represent by * any of the adjectives previously associated with the almost periodic concept, we say that an operator valued function F: I -+ g(X) is *-almost periodic if for each x E X, the function t + F(t)x from I into X is *-almost periodic.
As we have already mentioned, the almost periodic semigroups were studied in [2] , while the almost periodic cosine functions were considered in [3] , and, lately, Ruess and Summers [12] have characterized the asymptotically almost periodic semigroups.
In Sections 2 and 3 we consider semigroups and cosine functions of operators, respectively, which are almost periodic in the Stepanov sense and we shall show that they are also almost periodic.
We close this section with the following result that will be needed for our treatment of asymptotically P-almost periodic functions. LEMMA 1. Let f: R+ -+ X be an asymptotically SP-almost periodic function. Then there are two locally p-integrable ,functions g: R +X and q: R+ + X that vertfy the following conditions:
(a) g is SP-almost periodic, (b) q belongs to C,( 5%~ + ; LpX),
for all t>O.
Moreover, there exists an increasing sequence (t,), with t, + + CO, such that g(t)=lim,,, f(t+ t,) a.e. t>O.
Proof: In view of our definition the functiony: [w+ + LpX is asymptotically almost periodic, so that [ 11, Theorem 3.41 there exists an almost periodic function G: [w + LpX, a function Q E C,( [w +; LrX), and a sequence (t,),, with 06 t, + cc as n + cc, such that y(t)=G(t)+ Q(t), t >O, and Kj-, G,,+, as n -+ co, in the space LpX and uniformly with respect to t 3 0.
Therefore, we can choose a subsequence, which we designate with the same symbol, such that llfJr,&) -G(t)ll, = II& + t,) -G(t)ll, <$, for every t 3 0. For each t 2 0 we define the sets SE CO, 11: llf(t+tk)(s)-G(f)(s)II 2; -G, = lLm A,,, and Z,= flZ=, Z,,,. It is clear that Z, is a negligible set and that T(t + t,)(s) + G(t)(s), as n + co, for all s $ Z, and every t 2 0. Let us define the set Z = lJ,"= , Z,. Then Z has also Lebesgue-measure zero.
Next, we define the function g: [w -+ X by g(t) = G(n)(t -n), for n < t < n + 1 and all integers n. Clearly, g is a locally p-integrable function.
We shall show that g = G.
Let t > 0 and we denote by n = [t] the integer part of t, and t' = t-n.
If SE [O, 11, then there exist two possibilities, t + .F<H + 1 or n + 1 6 t + s < n + 2. In the first case, at)(s) = s(t + .y)
Since Z, u Z, is a negligible set, then g(t) = G(t).
Similarly in the second case, g(t)(s) = G(t)(s), at least if s 4 Z,,, 1 u Z,, which is a set of measure zero.
In order to prove that also g(t) = G(t) for t < 0, we observe initially that as a consequence of almost periodicity of G, there exists a sequence 0<7,-+co as n+co, such that HTnG+G, as n-+co, uniformly. Fix t<O and let s~[0, 11. Let us define m= [t+s] , and m,= [7,+t+s] . Since m + mk 2 0 for k large enough, it is easy to verify, by using our definitions and above considerations, that the following equalities are true for all s belonging to the complement of a set of measure zero which only depends on t,
Therefore the function g is SP-almost periodic. Let us define q(t) = f(t) -g(t), for t 2 0. Clearly q = Q so that q satisfies assertion (b).
Finally, for t 2 0 and m = [t]
Therefore, f( t + t,) + g(t) as n +co, at least for t#lJ,=,,(m+Zm), which completes the proof.
SEMIGROUPS OF OPERATORS
Throughout this section T denotes a strongly continuous semigroup of operators on the Banach space X. which is false by (5) .
By the uniform boundedness principle it follows that the semigroup T is uniformly bounded, which in turn implies that the function f, is uniformly continuous. Hence, by a result of Bochner [ 1, Theorem 4.vii] it follows that f, is almost periodic.
Related to this theorem it is interesting to mention what Bart and Goldberg [2] established, that the almost periodic semigroups admit extension to an almost periodic group of operators. THEOREM 2. Zf T is asymptotically SP-almost periodic, for 1 < p < 00, then T is asymptotically almost periodic.
Proof: Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 we infer that T is a uniformly bounded semigroup. Therefore, in the sequel we assume that II T( t)li 6 M, for all t 3 0, and some constant M 3 0.
In order to prove that T is asymptotically almost periodic it is sufficient [12, Corollary 2.51 to show that the positive orbit y'(x)= { T(r)x: r>O) is a relative compact set, for every x E X. Let (t,),, be a sequence such that t, + + co as IZ -+ + co. As the function f,(t) = T(t)x is asymptotically SP-almost periodic then yc,: R! + -+ LPX is asymptotically almost periodic. Therefore [ 131, there exists a subsequence (s,), of (t,), for which H,nyy is convergent in the space C,(R+, LpX). Now, the same argument used in the proof of Lemma 1 serves to establish the existence of functions g,, q.,: R+ +X and of a subsequence (r,), of (s,), such that T(t)x=g,(r)+q,(t), for all t>O and g,(t) = lim T(r, + t)x, ,I + -1 a.e.
Further, in this case we can prove that T(r,, + t)x converge for every r >, 0.
In fact, if we assume the contrary then there is r, > 0 such that the sequence (T(r, + r&t), does not satisfy the Cauchy condition. Therefore, there exists E > 0, so that for any n, E N there are k, m 3 n, for which II T(r, + t,)x -T(r, + r,)xll 3 E.
Hence, for k and m large enough and every [ E [0, l] we obtain and i ' ~~T(r,+r,+5-l)x-T(t,+r,+i'-l)xIlPd5~~P/MP 0 which contradicts the convergence of (HrnTx),), in the space C,(R+; LpX). In particular, we conclude that T(r,)x is convergent, which completes the proof that y +(x) is relatively compact.
Concerning this theorem, it is worth mentioning that as a consequence of Corollary 2.3 in [ 121, the asymptotic almost periodic semigroups admit a decomposition into an almost periodic and a strongly stable part. Specilitally, if T is an asymptotically almost periodic semigroup and we define the subspaces X0= {xEX: T(.)x is a.p.} and X,= {xEX: T(t)x-+O, as t+ +co} then X, and X, are closed invariant subspaces of T and X= X0 @ X,
COSINE FUNCTIONS OF OPERATORS
Throughout this section we denote by C a strongly continuous cosine operator function on the Banach space X with infinitesimal generator A.
It is well known [6] that the operator A is also the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup, which we will denote by T. Moreover T is holomorphic in the complex right half-plane and can be obtained by means of the formula 1 a: T(z)x= (nz)'/2 s e ~ r2'4zC( t ) x dt o (6) for every x E X and Re(z) > 0. Following Radyno [9] we say that x E X is an exponential vector of A if there exist positive constants c and p such that IIAkxlJ < Cpk, for all k E N. Clearly every eigenvector of A is also an exponential vector of A. We indicate by Exp, the subspace of X formed by all exponential vectors of A.
On the other hand, we indicate by S(t) the sine function associated to the cosine function C and defined by S(t)x = j-i C(s) ds, lE[W, XEX.
THEOREM 3. The function C is almost periodic if and only if it is asymptotically SP-almost periodic, for 1 < p < co.
Proof: Obviously a.p. implies asymptotically SP-almost periodic. Therefore we only need to show the converse. We divide the proof into two steps. Initially we show that T is a bounded holomorphic semigroup of angle l7/2 [7] and later we demonstrate that the set of eigenvectors of A is total in X.
(a) We introduce the linear operator B defined by Bx = C( .)x from X into the space L;(tR+, X). It is not difficult to see that B is a closed operator and from the closed graph theorem we conclude that B is a bounded operator. Therefore, there exists a constant L 3 0 such that
Now, if z = re'O, with r>Q and -I7/2<H<IIf2, and we put r=tcosO then from (6) we obtain Combining this inequality with (8) (nr)',' + (cos @,,2 . > (9) Now, for O< c1< II712 the sector S, = ireis: r 20, -a 6 06 LX} can be decomposed into two parts S, = S,,, u S,, , , where S, o = {z = r.8 E S,: Odrd l}, and SI,l= (z = rei* E S,: r 2 1 }. From inequahty (9) it follows that the function T( )x is bounded on S, , and as T( )x is continuous on the compact set Sa,o, we obtain that T( .)x is a bounded function on the sector S,. Therefore, by the uniform boundedness principle we can conclude that T is uniformly bounded on sectors S, in the complex plane.
(b) We begin by observing some questions on harmonic analysis.
For a SP-almost periodic function f: R + X the "Fourier coefficients," By our assumption, for each x E X the function C(t)x is asymptotically SP-almost periodic. In view of Lemma 1, there exists a decomposition C(t)x = g,(f) + qX( t), where g, and q, are SP-bounded functions, g, is Spalmost periodic, and qX belongs to C,( IF8 +, LPX). Thus, by the preliminary observations it follows that for every 1 E R, which implies that C(t) Q1,x = cos 2rQ.x and AQ,x=&)Q&~= -1'Q,x.
Next, let E be the set of eigenvectors of A. If we suppose that E is not total in A', then there is x' in X', x'#O, such that (x', x) = 0, for each x E E. Now, since (x', C(t)x> = l-x', g,(t)> + (x', 4,(f))> t30 then the Fourier coefficients of (x', g, ) are (x', P,X ) -i( x', Q ;x) = 0, because both P,x and Qj,x belong to E. Therefore, the function (x', g,(t)) =0 a.e. and (x', C(t)x) = (x', qx(t)) a.e. for every XEX.
On the other hand, from D'Alambert's formula we obtain, 1; (x', C(s+ t)x)ds=2 j; (x', C(s)C(t)x)ds-J; (2, C(t-3)x) ds
Hence, for every a, 0 6 a < 1, and, as q, E Co(R +, LpX) then (x', C( t)S(a)x) converges to zero whenever t + + cc for each XE X. Therefore, if y'= S(a)' x' it follows that (C(t)' y', x) + 0 as t + + co, for all x E X Thus, by the uniform boundedness principle the set {C(t)' y': t > 0} is bounded in X'. Now we fix XE X. As a consequence of the construction carried out in the proof of Lemma 1, there exists a sequence (t,),, with t, + + co, such that C(t, + t)x + g,(t), n + co, a.e. Let U, = t, + t and v, = t,, -t. Then the D'Alambert formula implies that C(2t,)+ C(2t)=2C(u,)C(u,) and hence
In this expression, the first and third term on the right converge to zero as n + cc because (C(s)' y', y > -+ 0, as s + co, for all y E X, and the middle term on the right converges to zero almost everywhere because C(u,)x -g,(t) + 0, n -+ co a.e. and C(u,)' y', n 2 1 are uniformly bounded. Therefore, taking the limit as n --* co in the last inequality we obtain that (C(t)'y',x)= (y', C(t)x)=O a.e.
Since the cosine function C is strongly continuous it follows that (y', C(t)x) = 0, for every t 3 0. In particular, (J", X) = 0. Now, replacing the value of y' we obtain that (x', S(a)x) =O. We conclude the proof of this step by observing that as the set jS(u)?c: 0 6 a < 1, x E X} is total in X then x'= 0, which contradicts our assumption.
Finally we complete the proof of Theorem 3 by noting that the subspace of exponential vector Exp, is dense in X because E G Exp,. As a consequence of a recent result established by Cioranescu and Ubilla in [4] we infer that the cosine function C is uniformly bounded and Theorem 1 of [3] implies that C is almost periodic.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 but it shows that cosine functions and semigroups have very different behaviours.
COROLLARY. If C is asymptotically almost periodic then C is almost periodic.
Proof: If C is a.a.p. then C is also asymptotically SP-almost periodic, for any l<p<m.
The argument used in the proof of Theorem 3 can be extended to include the case of scalarly SP-almost periodic cosine functions, at least when X is a weakly sequentially complete space. PROPOSITION 1. If X is weakly sequentially complete and 1 < p < GO, then a cosine function C is almost periodic if and only if it is scalarly Sp-almost periodic.
Proof: It is clear that every almost periodic function is also scalarly SP-almost periodic. In order to prove the converse, we proceed as in Theorem 3. First, we show that the semigroup T with infinitesimal generator A is uniformly bounded in sectors. For this purpose we define the bilinear map B(x, x') = (2, C( .)x) from Xx X' into the space L;C. It is easy to see that B is continuous and a slight modification of the method used in the proof of Theorem 3, step (a), allows us to onclude that T is bounded in sectors. Next we prove that the set E of eigenvectors of A is total in X.
Considering that for each x~X and x' E X' the function f,,,, = (x', C( .)x) is SP-almost periodic then there exist the Fourier coefficients off,,,. El 1 1 1 a(%, f,,,,) = ,lf", 5 ~ e jiJ(x', C(s)x) ds s I = lim A j' cos As(x', C(s)x) ds.
,-cc t 0
Since X is weakly sequentially complete, it follows that for each i E R and x E X there is y,,, E X such that a(23 fx..~') = Cx'9 Y.v,i),
x' E X'.
Proceeding as Cioranescu [3, Proposition 31, we obtain that (A + A2) Y.~,~ = 0. Let z' E X' be such that (z', x) = 0 for all x E E. Since y,,, E E, the Fourier coefficients of (z', C( . )x ) are (z', y& = 0. Therefore [ 1 ] (z', C( .)x) = 0 a.e. which implies that z' = 0 and E is total. Now, proceeding as in the final part of the proof of Theorem 3 we conclude that C is almost periodic.
